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"Within these contexts, the degree to which the child is immersed in English or
Miiori is yet another variable. " (SES 2000, unpaged)

There is no advice gIVen as how each of the above variables may impact upon
assessment results, and no outline of what constitutes the difference between a few
and some correct responses, which designates referral to SES or not.

The guidance gIven to contact a member of the SES communications team if a
problem is indicated is problematic in itself.

Referrals to support agencies can

involve a waiting time, while expertise in Maori language is a commodity not
necessarily available within support agency staff.

These factors coupled with the validity issues mentioned earlier combine to negate the
usefulness of 'Kawea te Rongo'. Notwithstanding, I have known of one teacher who
uses the resource and finds it helpful. In the absence of any other such resource,
teachers may have no other diagnostic tool to use or gauge to measure progress in
young Maori language speakers.

In the Introduction to 'He Matai Ata Titiro Ki Te Tutukitanga Matatupu Panui, Tuhi',
the Maori reconstruction of Marie Clay's work, Rau comments:

'He Miitai £Ita Titiro Ki Te Tutukitanga Miitiitupu Panui, Tuhi ' however, is not a
literal translation of Marie Clay's work but rather a Maori version which recognises
and accounts for those characteristics which make this language unique. '
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She states that teachers have recognised for many years the potential for developing
and applying this assessment in Maori, but cites the debate about issues such as
cultural appropriateness that occurred during its development. The optimum situation
she supports is the development of Maori assessment procedures by Maori. Rau
recognises the valuable English language research that has been undertaken
historically in our own country by Marie Clay and others, and urges that it not be
discounted. Rau and McNaughton (1998) discuss assessment validity issues when
literal translation of tasks occurs. They belie that any equivalence should be arrived at
between translated and original tasks.

'Taking an assessment procedure specifically designed for one particular linguistic
and cultural group and adapting it for use with another requires velY careful
treatment. Merely providing a literal translation risks seriously compromising the
validity and the authenticity of the tasks. (Rau & McNaughton 1998 p41)

Rau further cites

'One clear danger would be any attempt to translate existing instruments in Maori
and assume any equivalence between the translated and the original' (Spolsky cited in
Rau 2000 p12).
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Translation and parallel development

Parallel development can be equated to the publication and release of two versions of
a document simultaneously or at least close together. It could be conceded that the
publication of the SES resource 'Communicate to Participate', followed by the
publication of 'Kawea te Rongo', is one such parallel. Parallel development could
also mean development based on developmental need and current situation in an
education provision. Rau makes the assertion that even though Maori medium
education is in its infancy by comparison with English medium education:

'(A)pproaches tend to favour a dual concurrent development as the l1'lOst expedient
and efficient way to support Maori medium programmes, and no doubt to alleviate the
teacher work load associated with these settings. As a result, educational priorities
determined for English medium tend to drive those for Maori medium. Many recent
educational initiatives reflect this approach. These include the provision of Resource
Teachers of Learning and Behaviour, the development of Literacy and Numeracy
Instruments for Students in year 5 and 7 and Aromatawai Urunga

-a- Kura,

School

Entry Assessment. There is obvious fiscal advantage to be gained from this type of
approach as well as increased opportunities for the sharing of knowledge and
information and cultural and linguistic interchange. However this approach is still
based on the assumption that this is what Maori medium education needs most of the
time '. (Rau 2000 p24)

'Kawea te Rongo' and specifically 'He Whakamatau Reo Korero ' , component of that
resource, is published with Maori Research Unit 'Poutama Pounamu' input. Their
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contribution to the development of the resource lends to its credibility and validity as
an assessment tool. Scrutiny of its content and in consideration of issues raised
previously in this chapter, questions regarding aspects of its validity could be raised.

Pronoun Usage

Pronoun usage presents particular challenges when translating from English to Maori.
The JOST test of pronoun usage in English includes testing the student's correct use
of 'she' and 'he' . In Maori, gender specific pronouns do not exist, a common term
'ia', is used. The test in Maori uses an exercise that demonstrates the student's
knowledge of the third person pronoun 'ia' . If the object of the exercise is to
detennine the ability of the child to differentiate and use a specific situational
pronoun, as it is in English (i.e. gender), then testing their knowledge and use of
Maori situational pronouns such as the dual pronouns maua, raua, karua, might be
appropriate.

When administering this part of the test in Maori I was struck by one student's
response to the question. This question includes 4 pictures. The first two pictures, a
man and a woman, are happy, the administrator of the test states, 'Kei te hari ia, ' (He
is happy) pointing to one person, then repeating the same phrase, points to the next
person. The administrator then asks the student to describe the next two pictures, the
anticipated response, (the answers are provided in the text) is 'Kei te tangi ia' (He is
crying). So while the test was originally designed in English to test differentiation
knowledge of a gender specific pronoun, no such pronoun differentiation exists in
Maori, so what is being tested? Is it merely to ascertain whether the student knows
how to use the pronoun 'ia'? It was interesting to note that the student that I was
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testing did not respond with the preferred tenn, but rather cited 'Kei te tangi raua
tahi', translated as 'They are both crying.' This is an example of two-person pronoun

usage, which exists in Maori, and not in English. I saw this as an indication that the
child had a sophisticated knowledge and usage of Maori pronouns. A COlmnent from
a friend conversant with the Maori language was that syntactically correct Maori
would not necessarily include a fonn like 'Kei te tangi ia' when there are two people
being described. Rather the two-person pronoun 'raua' would be employed, which is
what happened in the example cited. This is an example of a preferred or appropriate
language fonn being unrecognised or transmuted in the translation process.

Plural Usage
In the English, the Maori version of lOST assesses the student's knowledge of the

plurals for boat, (boats) bus (buses) and mouse (mice). The test includes pictures of
one boat, two boats, one bus, two buses and one mouse and two mice.

The

administrator says 'one boat' while pointing at the single boat, then pointing to the
two boats the administrator says 'two ....... , waiting for the student to respond, this
same procedure is carried through for the three pictures. This is a sequentially
difficult task which requires knowledge of the correct usage of's', 'es', and in the
case of mice, the use of a different word altogether.

The Maori equivalent uses the same nouns and pictures, but the plural indicator for
Maori, in this case, is the use of 'nga'. The correct response in Maori is the use of
'nga' preceding the noun. The test is not sequentially difficult, but consistently
requires the same use of the plural indicator 'nga' . In the three examples given, the
student being tested in Maori would enact the same exercise three times to get a
perfect score. Perhaps monitoring the knowledge and usage in Maori of a dual vowel
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indicator denoting a plural fonn, for instance matua (singular male parent) or matua
(parents) might be an appropriate addition to this aspect of the testing. Similarly
designing an assessment that gauges the appropriate use of the singular 'te' with the
plural 'nga', or incorporating the indefinite article 'he' which could be used in either
singular or plural fonns could be more infonuative and give recognition to those
language fonns specific to te reo Maori.

Rau (2003) making comment on the defining of achievement in Maori-medium
educational initiatives in tenus of English benchmarks. She maintains that to merely
replace one language with another, while not changing 'ways of knowing' and
teaching/learning practices as unrealistic the premise that significant improvements
will occur.

'Maori in general stream English medium education continue to rack up disturbing
rates of underachievement as demonstrated by decades worth of student performance
statistics. It is extremely unrealistic to expect that merely substituting the language of
instruction ji-om (Ll) English to (L2) Maori while maintaining a pedagogy and
epistemology designed specifically for the majority non Maori group, will result in
significant improvements. As Maori have identified in their pursuit of self
determination, they need to be able to control curriculum content and its delivery as
well as define achievement on their own terms. ' (Rau, 2003 p29)

The propensity for direct translations of assessment tasks is indicated m 'He
Whakamatau Reo K6rero'. There are dangers in merely codeswitching without
researching the implications for what is actually being assessed in the translated
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relation to what IS linguistically, developmentally and culturally

appropriate.

HPP Design
The HPP programme was not designed for use in second language acquisition sites,
but is implemented to enhance English language in learners within mainstream
schooling. Predominantly, those learners are monolingual first language learners in
English. As mentioned previously in the introduction, I was introduced to HPP while
working on a Ministry of Education literacy contract. My job involved teaching the
procedures of HPP to community volunteers who then used them with children.

The One Hand Approach included the adult volunteers fonnulating statements and
questions based on the illustrations in the book. These statements and questions were
prepared prior to the adult, child exchange. One of the writers ofHPP questioned
why the statements and questions were prepared, preferring that the statements and
questions were spontaneous, and thus facilitating a closer engagement between adult
and student without the hindrance of a written text being intennittently referred to.

Feedback from adult volunteers indicated they struggled to generate language
statements and fonnulate questions spontaneously when working with children. They
were more comfortable using prepared scripts. I emulated this model of prepared
scripts when I modified the programme for use in this TOA study. The next section
examines aspects of Krashen's theory of second language acquisition in tenns of
relevance for Kura Kaupapa Maori contexts such as the one in which this case study
was carried out.
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An Approach to Second Language Acquisition

Stephen Krashen' s theory of second language acquisition espouses five main
hypotheses. Three of the hypotheses are succinctly described and reflected on in terms
of the operation of the study and its outcomes. These hypotheses have particular
relevance in the context of language learning challenges faced in Kura Kaupapa
Maori.

Acquisition - Learning
This theory is concerned with two different modes of gaining another language. The
acquisition system Krahsen describes as a subconscious process, which involves
picking up the language through natural communication, seen as pivotal for language
development. The learning system conversely is a conscious process, fonnal in its
instruction and delivery, and concerned with rules and grammar. This system is
concerned with acquiring knowledge about language rather than engaging in
meaningful dialogue unaffected by error correction.

Both Te Kohanga Reo and Kura Kaupapa Maori are learning domains where Maori
language acquisition occurs through exposure to the language in all interactions. The
language is not taught as a foreign language subject might be at a high school. But
rather kura subscribe to an acquisition method through immersion as described by
Krashen. This study was conducted in a Kura and the principles of Maori language
immersion were adhered to and only deviated from when clarification for meaning
using English was required.
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The language generated in the statements adheres to Krashen's Input hypothesis,
{\
which is outlined below.

Input Hypothesis
Krashen's input hypothesis maintains that language learners develop by having
understandable, comprehensible language input that is just beyond their acquired
stage of development. The input + 1 theory (Krashen 1991) advocates language
structure is acquired through meaningful dialogue, and by understanding messages. A
preoccupation with language fonn and structure is not conducive. The input theory
further states that language should not be grammatically sequenced, and teaching it
thus could in fact be hannful.

Typically during the initial stages of second language development a silent period
ensues for learners. This is a confidence building time for learners, who are
internalising second language structures and vocabulary. Learners, who are asked to
output before they are ready, are likely to fall back on known first language structures.
Speaking, he further emphasises, is a result of acquisition and is not taught directly
but will emerge over time when the speaker is ready. The language input + 1 is
emulated in the one hand approach model.

I could find no reference to Krashen specifically in the research around HPP but
Vygotsky and notions of scaffolding were articulated.

' .. the One Hand Approach shares the Vygotsldan concept of scaffolding within the
child's zone ofproximal development. This perspective argues that cognitive
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development can move forward when children are provided with support particularly
when they need it and all within a responsive world. ' (Pressley 1998, cited in Atvars
2002 pI8).

Conclusions
The Education Review Office Report 2000 'Literacy Education in Kura Kaupapa
Maori,' highlights concerns with the lack of proficiency in the teaching of literacy in
Kura Kaupapa Maori. The report identifies a lack of resources, namely

bOOk~

particularly at the fluent stages of reading progression, a lack of relevant assessment
tools, and the lack of knowledge of how to use those available as being problematic.
Some teachers were aware of the Nga Kete K6rero framework and were using the
sequentially ordered framework to compliment classroom programmes.The gaps in
teachers' own knowledge regarding literacy acquisition and how to teach literacy
effectively was a common theme throughout the cohort ofkura represented in this
report. The area where teachers considered they were most inadequate was in oral
language. Most reported that they had little or no knowledge in this area. (ERO 2000)
It is timely to consider some of the developments that have or are taking place to meet

those shortfalls. The work of Cath Rau is particularly noteworthy here as she
continues to develop assessment procedures specific to the needs of Maori medium
education.
f
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Likewise, the work of Berryman who is developing oral language assessments and
procedures cognisant ofthe prerequisite of framing them within Maori ways of
knowing. These developments at least are undermining the propensity for translated
assessments to be used within Maori medium educational sites, by providing tools
which are in keeping with the precepts of Kaupapa Maori frameworks.
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The next chapter discusses the research methodology underpinning this case study.
The case study TOA has been designed for use and enacted within a Kura Kaupapa
Maori. It is imperative therefore that Kaupapa Maori philosophy and methodology
inherent to Kura Kaupapa Maori are not compromised by this study, but rather that
the procedures compliment and promote the underlying principles that intrinsically
define Kaupapa Maori. TOA is a tool to be used in KKM, it does not undermine the
integrity of Kaupapa Maori. Kura Kaupapa Maori is a site in which to be Maori and to
speak Maori is normal and taken for granted. Maori ways of knowing, and Maori
knowledge is validated and legitimated; where the use and regeneration ofTe Reo
Maori is crucial, both for the sake of the language and its expression through the
culture. Rangatiratanga, autonomy and authority over our own cultural well-being
and our own lives is vital to our survival (Smith 1997).
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Chapter Three

Tikanga Rangahau

Introduction

The object of the study was to test the effectiveness of an intervention programme for
Year 2 learners in Maori medium settings using a case study approach. The interest
was in the effects that the intervention progrmmne will have on children's oral
competency and literacy acquisition. In this chapter Kaupapa Maori research and
methodology is discussed and its application in this case study is contextualised. This
chapter also introduces the three tamariki who participated in the case study. Aspects
of the TOA administration are described and discussed and reflections are made on
some of the case study outcomes.

Kaupapa Maori Research

Kura Kaupapa Maori is an educational site where Maori identity, Maori language,
Maori ways of knowing, are normal, validated and legitimated. Historically Maori
have been the subjects and 'victims' of western research methodologies. In her
analysis of relationships indigenous peoples have had with research Linda Smith
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(1999,42) draws on Stuart Hall to describe the procedures by which indigenous
peoples and their societies were coded into the Western system of knowledge. The

"concept of the Westfunctions in ways which (1) allow 'us' to characterize and
classify societies into categories, (2) condense complex images of other societies
through a system of representation, (3) provide a standard model of comparison,
and (4) provide criteria of evaluation against which other societies can be ranked.
(author's emphasis)

My own securing of pennission by the the tamariki, parents of the tamariki, the
kaiako of the tamariki and the Poari, Board of Trustees, who included members of the
Whanau including kaumatua and kuia to undertake research in the Kura Kaupapa
Maori was largely supportive. I did however encounter some concerns regarding the
archival of audio-taped sessions I was seeking to gain pennission to record.
I am a Maori speaker, a teacher, a member of one of the local hapu of the area, a
person known to the children and whanau of the school, notwithstanding, there was
some reservations expressed involving my research. This illustrates the mistrust felt
by many Maori people in regard to research and researchers. Linda Smith (1998:3)
reflects on her life growing up in a Maori community where researchers were
regarded sceptically.

'..stories about research and particularly about researchers (the human carriers of
research) were intertwined with stories about all other forms of colonization and
injustice. These were cautionary tales where the surface st01Y was not as important as
the underlying examples of cultural protocols broken, values negated, small tests
failed and key people ignored. The greater danger however was in the creeping
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policies that intruded into every aspect of our lives, legitimised by research, informed
more often by ideology. '

'... research was talked about in terms of its absolute worthlessness to us, the
indigenous world, and its absolute usefulness to those who wielded it as an
instrument. It told us things already known, suggested things that would not work, and
made careers for people who already had jobs. '

Graham Smith quoted in Smith Linda (1998 p185) defines and summarizes ideas and
issues central to Kaupapa Maori research, that is it:

Is related to being Maori;
Is connected to Maori philosophy and principles;
Takes for granted the validity and legitimacy of Maori, the importance of Maori
language and culture; and
Is concerned with the 'struggle for autonomy over our own cultural well being '.

These ideas are not new for many who work within Maori sites. One thing I felt
keenly while working within the kura was a sense of reciprocity and responsibility.
Reciprocity in tenns of making this project not one where I would solely benefit from
the outcomes, but one where the project could benefit a student, and even a teacher. I
was undertaking research in a Kura Kaupapa Maori, an alternative, resistance
educational model designed to uphold and promulgate Te Reo Maori and
Rangatiratanga, Maori Autonomy. Kura Kaupapa Maori are quite different
educational institutions from English-medium schools in New Zealand. As such, it
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was imperative that I maintain the integrity of this Kaupapa Maori educational
initiative.

I personally directed the request to undertake this research to the kaiako at this kura.
This face to face exchange is consistent with the principles of 'kanohi ki te kanohi'.
It gave me the opportunity to outline goals, timeframes, address confidence issues and

to answer questions. The teacher of the teina tamariki (can be understood as 'junior
school') presented the project to the Poari, the Board of Trustees (Poari). The Poari is
comprised of members of the whanau including kaumatua and kuia (respected elders).
After the Poari endorsed the case study taking place at the kura, the kaiako of the
teina kura arranged a meeting between myself and the parents of the tamariki selected
to participate in the study. I was able to establish whakapapa (genealogical) links,
while outlining the fonnat of the study. It was a time also where questions were asked
and answered, kanohi ki te kanohi (face to face) and a-waha (literally from the
mouth). Information sheets and written consent forms in Maori and English, required
by the University of Auckland's Human Participants Ethics Committee, were given
and obtained from the Poari, teachers, parents of the tamariki and the tamariki
themselves. I am a trained Kura Kaupapa Maori teacher graduate and have varied
experiences within Maori medium educational sites including Te Kohanga Reo. Those
experiences were important in ensuring that approaches to whanau were consistent
with what is expected within Kaupapa Maori contexts. The kaiako in the kura have
received ongoing anecdotal oral reports about the progress of the research. The
research was conducted in Te Reo Maori further validating Te Reo Maori as the sole
language of instruction, and the preferred fonn of communication at the kura. After
this thesis has been completed the whanau of the children, the Poari and the Kura will
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be given copies and the findings will be discussed with them. I feel a sense of
responsibility as essentially the students were entrusted to me by their whanau, and
their teachers for an extended period of time to essentially trial an idea (of mine)
which mayor may not have benefited their children. I was given free access to them
regardless of timetable restraints, always made to feel welcome and regarded as one
of the kura team. It was a humbling expelience. I attempted to ensure that my modus
operandi encapsulates the values espoused in Kaupapa Maori Research Methodology.

Kathy Irwin cited in Linda Smith 1999, characterises Kaupapa Maori as research
which is 'culturally safe', which involves the 'mentorship' of elders, which is
culturally relevant and appropriate while satisfying the rigour of research, and which
is undertaken by a Maori researcher and not a researcher who happens to be Maori.
Essentially I did not operate any differently than I do when teaching Maori children in
any Maori educational site. I was mindful oftamariki (the children who participated
in the study) comfort levels, and on occasions when they displayed discomfort, I
discontinued the session.

Te Oro Awhiowhio, (TOA) - the case studies
Overview

The Kura Kaupapa Maori involved in the study is a small kura located in a small
mainly Maori community and comprising less than forty five students, ranging in age
from five years to twelve years. The kura caters for children in classes from year 0 to
year 8. There are two full-time teachers who teach all curriculum subjects in Te Reo
Maori. The school is divided into two classes, teina, (junior) and tuakana (senior)
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groups. Three student participants were selected by the teina kaiako, (junior school
teacher) to participate in this study.

The University of Auckland Ethics Conunittee specified that the selection of the
tamariki participating in the case study was to be made by their teacher. I specified to
the teina kaiako that I wanted children whose Maori language she considered needed
enhancing. The ages of the children in this study ranged from five years I1months to
7 years 5 months at the onset. Two of the children were new to Kura Kaupapa Maori,
both affiliated to iwi of the area where the kura is established. Both had been
previously enrolled in a mainstream school. The third student did not specifically
meet the criteria, but was a struggling learner who the kaiako thought would benefit
from a one to one teacher exchange. I met with each of the children for a half-hour
period three times a week for fifteen weeks and shared books with them. I firstly
introducing them to OHA, as described previously, and then asking them to retell the
story, or describe to me an event or an illustration in the book.

One major deviation from the procedures of the HPP techniques occurred, which in
this instance I had no hesitation in adding. HPP sessions do not include the reading
by the child of the selected text. As per the precepts of action research, I allowed for
the organic nature of the interactions to impact upon the research methodology.
Brown et al (1982:2 cited in Winter, 1989) stipulates that action research is begun by
implementing change.

'Action research ... has as its central feature the use of changes in practice as a way of
inducing improvements in the practice itself, the situation in which it occurs, the
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rationale for the work, and in the understanding of all these. Action Research uses
strategic action as a probe for improvement and understanding. In fact the actionresearcher selects a particular variation of practice with these two criteria
uppermost '.

The reasons for this change were child-driven. The insistence of one of the children
that he could not read prompted me to try and redress this situation. During my first
TOA meeting with tamaiti I, he told me -that he was unable to read. This was shared
with me in such a manner that indicated he had esteem issues associated with his
perceived inability to read. I included reading exercises in his thrice weekly meetings.

The reading exercises included me reading and re-reading texts until the students were
competent enough to attempt them, they then read and re-read known texts with the
texts gradually becoming more challenging. I included emergent reading strategies
like 1-1 pointing to words while reading. This was discontinued as the student gained
control of this operation.

I also included sight word practice. I accessed the lists of sight words published in the
Maori Reconstruction of Clay's 'An Observation Survey of Early Literacy
Achievement'(1993) named 'He Ata Titiro ki te Tutukitanga MaUitupu Panui,
Tuhi.'(Rau 2000), wrote them on card and introduced them to the children over a
period of time. Firstly introducing words that were one or two syllables and had been
in the stories we had read, then progressively extending the amount of words and
decreasing the amount of time given to read the words, thus encouraging genuine
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sight word recognition rather than giving opportunities to decode them. It was during
these times also that I used rhyming to assist with decoding.

After several sessions with the other two students, book reading was also included.
Each tamaiti (child participant) worked individually with the researcher in a
withdrawal room within the school. The interaction between researcher and tamaiti
took place 3 times per week. The study took place over a 15 week period and was
inclusive of a school holiday break. On average forty sessions were carried out with
each tamaiti.

The Tamariki

Two of the three tamariki who participated in the case study were girls and one was a
boy. They had each spent one tenn at the kura.

The girls were aged 5 years (tamaiti a) and 7 years (tamaiti e). Both girls had a
cursory understanding of Te Reo Maori, but had difficulty fonnulating anything other
than the most basic sentence, assigning a particle with a noun. The older girl had
previously been enrolled in a mainstream school and she had some reading experience
in English. The younger girl had a little phonological knowledge in Te Reo Maori.

The boy was aged 7 years (tamaiti i). He had a good command of Maori, had attended
Te Kohanga Reo and been enrolled at the kura since he was 5. He had some
phonological knowledge ofTe Reo Maori, meaning that he was able to identify some
letters by the sound they made. He had several phonological confusions, where he
incorrectly identified letter sounds, and was having difficulty with reading.
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Preparation and Pragmatics
HPP is designed utilising adult parent and community tutors in one-on-one tutoring.
One important aspect for the successful utilisation of adult tutors in HPP delivery is
their understanding of preparatory requirements. Tutors must be familiar with the
book they are using, and for optimum OHA statement and question fonnat, prepare
them before administration. Another aspect of HPP noteworthy in Atvars' discussions,
is the role of pragmatics, the mihimihi or greeting component of the exercise. She
cites that tutors are encouraged to establish wann, secure and attached relationships
with students, maintaining that if there is unconditional acceptance of them as
learners, and if the learner? efforts are reinforced and validated in a positive exchange
then learning will be enhanced. As the TOA case study took place in a Kura Kaupapa
Maori (KKM) I cite the English interpretation of the guiding document of KKM, 'Te

Aho Matua' (Mataira 1997) which provides a philosophical base for the teaching and
learning of children. The first section of 'Te Aho Matua' named 'Te Ira Tangata'
focuses on the physical and spiritual endowment of children. KKM acknowledges the
importance of recognising both aspects, and

'challenges parents, teachers and trustees to work together in establishing a
harmonious, child-centred learning environment in which care, consideration and
cooperation are acknowledged as necessaJY elements for the successful operation of
the kura .... '
In the summation of 'Te Ira Tangata' there is the assertion that
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'the nurturing of body and soul in a caring environment is the greatest guarantee that
children will pursue positive roles in

livf'.

This philosophy I quote as an acknowledgement that KKM that adhere to the guiding
principles ofTe Aho Matua are intrinsically operating in cognisance of the pragmatic
operations stipulated by Atvars'. Those same attributes are endorsed and recognised
within a Kaupapa Maori framework as fundamentals originating from a wairua
(spiritual) base. These aspects of the human spirit are considered as important as
physical attributes.

Selection of Materials
The selection of materials for use in the study was problematic. I could not use picture
books that are used in the HPP programme, as the language in these books was too
sophisticated for the three children to read or understand. I needed to use books in
which the printed language was not beyond the understanding of the two girls in
particular.

Initially I used emergent reading books from the Nga Kete K6rero series. These
proved suitable for several reasons. The illustrations easily depicted the text message.
The captions in the emergent books were short, and after my reading these books to
the students a few times, the students became familiar enough with them to attempt
the books for themselves. Skerrit White (2004) referring to Amberg (1987),
maintains that reading to the child is vital to the development ofliteracy skills. Books
are used to increase vocabulary, glean world knowledge, and learn new and complex
language structures.
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Skerrit White further cites Crystal (1987) who argues that reading material must be
familiar or relevant to the child so that the input is comprehensible. Language
materials, and the language of the classroom must be meaningful and predictable,
neither too simple nor advanced, allowing comprehensible input.

The books uses in the case study were predominantly Ministry Learning Media
products. Those texts are readily available in schools. I was concerned that in the
course of classroom learning the tamariki may have encountered some of the titles
thus perhaps losing the novelty value a new book affords, but this did not happen. I
was also concerned that the very simple storyline of the emergent books would not
hold the interest of the student with more advanced Maori language. This did not
transpire, he did not become bored, but was able to competently answer the questions
I posed, while simultaneously building up his reading ability.

Reading

HPP does not include a student reading component. I decided for this study to include
student reading. As stated previously in this chapter, one of the students had a
perception of himself as a non-reader and impressed on me his inability to read at our
first encounter. This detennined for me the inclusion of a reading component in the
study. This study afforded the opportunity to include reading tuition in a one to one
forum. It is unlikely that these children would have the opportunity otherwise to
spend a one to one learning time with a teacher thrice weekly for an extended
duration. The acquisition of reading skills could happen concurrently with the
precepts of this study. I share the sentiments that Rau (2002 p 20) expresses.
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'The child with limited language skills must still be taught to read although some
authorities advise teachers to wait until the child can speak well. The child with visual
perception difficulties can be put on a programme of drawing shapes and finding
paths through mazes and puzzles, but he must still be taught to read '.

The general classroom expectation is that all children should be able to read at some
stage in their junior school years. As I was including reading as a task in this study
aimed at increasing Maori language use, I needed to build up a selection of familiar
and simple books. I started by building up a bank of known books for the children
through repeated exposure, that is reading and re-reading a growing number of books
across the sessions. This started at the first session with posing the statements and
questions accompanying a given book then reading the book with them. The book was
then re-read over several sessions until the child was familiar with it and attempted to
read the book independently. With the familiarity of the storyline, exposure and reexposure to the book texts, the children gained confidence, practiced learnt skills and
were successful in a supported environment.

One of the concerns the adjunct of reading instruction presented was that the reading
process could override the oral language focus of the programme. There was also the
concern, particularly with the girls, that once having mastered the phonemic regularity
of the language, while still only having a cursory Maori language base, a 'reading
not for meaning' phenomena might ensue. To some extent this was overcome with the
nature of the OHA aspect of the programme, which fostered comprehension.
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The One Hand Approach
The One Hand Approach (OHA) (Stock, 1997) is a major component of the HPP
programme. The premise is that by the tutor making four statements, which are
stimulated by the illustrations in the book, the child has the opportunity to be exposed
to language and to build up new vocabulary, while being supported in a nonthreatening enviromnent.

The questioning element of the OHA provides an opportunity for students to respond,
and over a period of time, the vocabulary usage of the student expands, and dialogue
gets longer. Atvars, one of the writers of HPP, draws on the work of Connie Juel
(1998) while discussing the role of comprehension in the development of HPP.

Atvars (2000) cites Juel (1988) who maintains that children who are exposed to
language in the home which is exclusively directional, may have difficulty with the de
contextualised nature of school language and the language in books. Conversely
children who have been read to, and have been exposed to language used for
conceptual discussions, or other abstract contexts, are more readily able to engage in
the language and culture of the classroom. Those children are more likely to have
richer vocabularies, be familiar with story structures and concepts, which aid in
listening and reading comprehension.

Atvars (2002) cites the research of Gough and Turnner, who make a strong correlation
between speech/listening comprehension and the comprehension of written text.
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Comprehension is seen as the process by which the meanings of words are interlinked into sentences and text structures, and it is this underlying process that
produces both reading and listening comprehension.

'The implication of this is that if a child has competent word recognition skills. then
that child will read and understand a text exactly as they would comprehend the text if
it is spoken' (Juel. 1988 cited in Atvars 2002 P22).

My experience with children and reading has included working with children who
have very good word attack skills and decode confidently, but have little retell ability
or cognisance of what was read. So while Juel claims that it is the meaning of words
and their connectedness to sentences and text structures that produces comprehension
in both reading and listening, there exists the phenomenon where children have good
word recognition skills, can decode adequately, but have little comprehension
regardless of whether the text is read or spoken.

The crucial consideration in this example is Juels' mention of the 'meaning of words' .
If there is no meaning of words read or spoken, then the comprehension process is
thwarted. The OHA provides the opportunity for dialogue, through which meaning
can be explored and comprehension thereby fostered.

Atvars' previous experiences with HPP have included observations that many seven,
eight, nine and ten year olds are classed as early readers who have previously entered
school with less than optimum language levels. She questions whether the link
between oral language and the acquisition of reading skills has been overlooked,
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while advocating HPP's role as a support literacy programme for schools as it links
oral language to the reading process.

The sessions
Each TOA session was audio taped and lasted from between 20 to 30 minutes.
A new book was introduced in each session, the researcher posed four statements and
a question per illustration, and a reading of the text occurred. A retell element was
introduced, as was a poetry aspect, however these were not consistently implemented.
Instead describing a selected illustration or answering comprehension type questions
were included. Sight word activities often concluded the session. Participants
gradually built up their bank of known books, these were read with the support of the
researcher. In general, the pattern for the sessions was as follows:

1. Mihimihi: meeting and greeting
2. Reading of known books
3. Introduction of new book and OHA
4. Tamaiti retells story/describes illustration or answers comprehension questions
5. Sight word game
6. Farewell

At the beginning of the programme with the two girls whose Maori language was very
rudimentary, my use of the statement and question elements was quite contrived.
I was deliberate in what I wanted them to learn and concentrated on extending their
responses to my questions. This often involved modelling. I would model the
response I wanted and ask them to repeat after me. I contrived questions and the
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answers that involved, for instance the use of prepositions, pronouns or any other
word class or type I wanted them to have exposure to. This made me question whether
the type of language being used was too contrived and was I influencing the exchange
(!

too much: Those type of exchanges persisted for the first few weeks, after which the
students had sufficient control of the language to construct their own sentences. In
retrospect and in particular consideration of Krashen's natural communication theory
cited later in this chapter, I probably wouldn't use the 'repeat after me' technique, but
rather expose them to the sentence structures, and wait until those structures occurred
naturally in their own speech patterns. My observations with the 'repeat after me'
technique included the youngest child's' progress towards independent use of the
structure 'e ... verb ... ana '. I chose books with illustrations that lent themselves to
being described by that present tense structure hopeful that those language structures
would be emulated at some time in the children's own speech.

My OHA included simple statements like

'Ko Papa tenei. Ko te kotiro tenei. E noho ana a Papa. E noho ana te kotiro. '
(This is Dad. This is the girl. Dad is sitting. The girl is sitting).
My question that followed these statements was;

'E aha ana te kotiro ? ' (What is the girl doing?)

Her response was:

'E k6rero Ie k6liro '
This sentence of hers while not grammatically correct without the addition of' ana "
has all other constituents in place. What I was looking for was the inclusion of 'ana'
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in her speech which would make the sentence correct. At this particular time I
responded;

'Ae, e korero ana te kotiro' (Yes, the girl is speaking.)

I didn't ask her to repeat the sentence, but reinforced what she had said, while
modelling the more correct sentence structure. Two sessions later while working with
a book about a group of children making a fort inside and having a picnic, in response
to my question, (her responses are highlighted)

'E aha ana ratou?' (What are they doing?)
She replied;

'E kai riitou'
I again reinforced her efforts and modelled the more correct response.

'Ae, e kai ana ratou ' (Yes, they are eating)
Then I asked her to repeat the modelled phrase, which she did.

Although I am circumspect about the repeat after me method I employed, close
scrutiny of the transcripts of my OHA dialogue with the tamariki reveal there was
always reinforcement of the leamer's efforts, which were followed by modelling and
then a response to repeat. The request to 'repeat after me' was not made after every
partially correct response by the leamer, rather, my own sensitivities often dictated its
use. If I gauged there had been overuse of the technique in the course of a session then
I would not make the request. In tenns of the precepts of scaffolding, this type of
support was withdrawn when those language structures independently occurred in
their speech.
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Two sessions later she independently used the structure in this dialogue. The story
was about a lazy pig. Her responses are highlighted.

'Kei konei te poaka. Te poaka mangere. miingere Te poaka moe. E moe ana ia. E aha
ana ia ? E moe ana ia'
(Here is the pig. The lazy pig. lazy The sleeping pig. He is asleep. What is he doing?
He is asleep.

In this exchange she not only uses the 'e .. verb .. ana' sentence structure for the first
time, but begins to interact with the text when she repeats the word 'mangere ' .
In this session she continued to answer the questions I posed with the 'E. . verb .. ana '.
responses, she did this 3 other times. In following sessions she resorted back to using
the original almost correct fonn in response to my question
'E aha ana ia?' (What is he doing?)

'E whakarongo ia' instead of 'E whakarongo ana ia' (He is listening).

The next session which was the very next day we were reading a book about Popping
Com. The transcript of the OHA follows. Her responses are highlighted.

'He kOtb-o tenei '. (This is a girl)
'He hate kahurangi tona '. (She has a blue shirt)
'He kohua tenei ' (This is a pot)
'E pupuri ana ia ki te kohua. ' (She is holding the pot)
'E pupuri ana ia ki te aha?' (What is she holding?)

'KiJhua' (pot)
'E pupuri ... .. . korero ' (holding ... speak/say)

'E pupuri ana a kiJtiro i te kiJhua'

(the girl is holding the pot)
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The type of scaffolded support has changed in this example. In this exchange she
replied to my question with a one word response. While previously I would model the
entire phrase, now I am giving 2 word sentence starter prompts 'E pupuri ... . and
encouraging her to talk to which she responded with an extended sentence. Later on in
the same session, the same scenario was re-enacted when she responded to my
question with a one word response, was prompted, and responded with

'E pupuri ana a kiitiro i te tote'. (The girl is holding the salt)

The next session the book being used was about a boy going to school. He is depicted
getting into the car.

'Anei te motoka' (Here is the car)
'Kua kuhu te tamaiti ki rota' (The boy has just got in to the car)
'Kei rota hoki tona papa'

(His dad is in there too)

'E haere ana rQua ki te kura ' (They are going to the school)
'E haere ana rQua ki hea? (Where are they going?)
'ki te kura' (to the school)
'Ae, e haere ana rQua ki te kura ... korero '
E Iwere ana a riiua ki te kura (They are going to school)
Ae, e haere ana rQua ki te kura (Yes, they are going to school)

In this example again with encouragement she extends her sentence. While in the
previous example I give her the first 2 words of the phrase, 'E pupuri . . .. and she
repeats and finishes the sentence, in this phrase I was unsure of her knowledge and
use of rQua, a dual pronoun, so I modelled the sentence and asked her to repeat.
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Interestingly she used the word 'a' which precedes a name, or a title which she used
correctly in the example;

'E P iip uri ana a kotiro i te tote' .

But its addition is not necessary with the pronoun raua as used in the paragraph
above. These immediate examples are taken after one month of the programme, she
had spent 12 halfhour sessions participating in the TOA reconstruction. The
development from the initial sessions is apparent. Her responses at the onset were like
this:
Ko Hipi, ko Poaka, ka oma, kai.
These were all responses that she made during the first session. The development and
control of her language after just one month working with the procedures is becoming
apparent.

A tona ake W3. (In his/her own time)
Rau (2001) discussing the Maori worldview theorising that guided the framework for
'. '

'He Ara Angitu,' (Descriptions of success for students :in reading and writing for five
year olds in Maori medium students'Rau 2001), cites two traditional principles
I

derived directly from traditional Maori theorising. 'A tona ake wa ' alludes to a
proverbial expression similar to 'in the fullness of time'. In the case of a leamer, that
principle suggests in his or her own time the learning will happen. Rau suggests that
encapsulated in that expression is the acknowledgement of variability. Variability is
inherent in any group of learners in tenns of rate of progress between and with them.
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Using the example ofthe traditional means of archiving tribal histories and
geneologies through waiata (songs) and oriori (chants) sung and recited to babies and
children. It was never an expectation that the children should master them at that
time, but rather at a future time the components would come together. This might
happen for some earlier than for others (Rau 2001). Rau makes a comparison
between the assigning of age specific reading benchmarks in English, which are used
to determine the success (or failure) of the reader, with the assigning of indicators of
achievement designated by the use ofkete, in the 'Ngii Kete Korero ' Framework.
While the English reading benchmark is detennined by a personal attribute of the
learner, namely age, the Ngii Kete Korero benchmark indicators are designated by an
extrinsic representation, thus drawing attention away from the learner.

The propensity for designating an English reader as failing or achieving in tenns of an
age benchmark, contrasts with the cognisance of the individual learners' exigencies in
reference to the Maori reading benchmarks. The principle of 'A tonii ake wii ' the
variability exponent is implicit in the Nga Kete K6rero Framework, while the
achieved / not achieved linear nature of the age specific English benchmark is
emphasised.

Stephen Krashen, the theorist quoted previously in chapter two, points out the danger
of 'forcing early language production while advocating a programme which allows
for output when they are ready. His theory echoes the principle of 'A tonii ake wii '.
Krashen advocates that second language acquisition is reliant on meaningful dialogue
in the target language, where the emphasis is on natural communication, not on the
structure of utterances, but on the messages that are being conveyed. The optimum
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methods for language learning are those that supply comprehensible input in low
stress enviromnents. These methods do not force output or early production of the
second language, but allow students to produce when they are ready, recognising that
improvement comes from supplying comprehensible input, and not from forcing
production or correcting structure and fonn in the target language. (Krashen S, 1981)

Certainly there may be aspects of my case study methodology that Krashen might
contend with particularly the 'repeat after me' where output emphasis was on
structure and fonn . The low anxiety situation he advocates was emulated by myself,
and to some extent was dictated to by the children as their comfort levels often
dictated whether or not they were responsive.

Another fonnat I used during the OHA was ensuring that one of the statements I made
provided the answer for the question that I posed, so essentially the student had to
recall the statement and repeat it. The positioning of that statement would be
immediately before the question, making the recall task simpler. The object is to make
the answer readily accessible to the leamer, so when accessed and repeated, she
experiences success by answering the question correctly.

Scaffolding
Scaffolding, the word used metaphorically in a learning context, is a tenn that was
introduced by Wood, Bruner and Ross (1976). Jerome Bruner is a constructivist
theorist, one who subscribes to the notion that constructing knowledge is an active
task that involves interacting with the social and physical environment and
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constructing knowledge yourself. Furthennore he theorises that learning is a function
of the natural and continual variability in the world and variable action upon it.

Scaffolding or scaffolded support often takes the fonn of an adult -child dialogue
where an adult actively structures an exchange to maximise learning. The support is
gradually withdrawn over time as the child gains mastery over the task. Scaffolding
endorsed the reciprocal and interactive nature of people, places and things in
meaningful learning contexts. The adult involved in the learning domains of the Child)
who

assist~the child's cognitive, physical and social development is imperative in
II,

making sense oftheir (the child's) world. {Skeririt-Whit 2004) in her study of the
Maori language learning development of three children in a Kohanga reo setting, cites
Rogoff, Turkanis & Bartlett (2001) who describe the role of adults in the scaffolding
process.

'One of the roles for adults in the building of relationships is to provide scaffolding
for learning, the 'relationship' being central to the learning process. '

It is this notion of 'relationship' and how pupils and teachers, collaboratively working

together, that negotiate meaning (Baker, 1993).

The contrived nature of the 'TOA ' exchanges described above were scaffolded to
optimise any potential learning. Over time my input was not so circumscribed, but as
the model of scaffolding suggests, support was withdrawn as the students exhibited
confidence and mastery.
Retell

,

\)
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This element was difficult for the students to enact. The two girls did not have
sufficient control of Maori language to retell sequentially what had just been read.
Instead, after a period of several weeks when they were comfortable with myself and
had some experience with the study, I would ask them to identify the illustration in
the book they liked the best, and asked them to describe what was in the picture. This
was a preferable exchange as it gave the students something tangible to focus on.

The retell aspect required memory and sequencing skills, as well as sufficient
language to express thoughts. Retelling is not an unusual task for a junior school
student, but one which is acquired over time with practice. At this early stage of the
student's second language acquisition, retelling was a high expectation.
The students tended to respond to the question-answer fonnat more readily.
Conversely, the times when I gave them the opportunity to retell, I invariably ended
up resorting to questioning, as they responded to that fonnat.

Language Usage
Whenever possible I maintained te reo Maori as the language of instruction and
discourse. It was only on the rare occasion when I wanted to impart meaning that
I resorted to using English. This was with the girls whose language was less
)

developed than the boy who participated in the case study.

Skerrit White's study is undertaken in a Kohanga Reo setting. The language teaching
approach is immersion and a philosophy she identifies as the 'communicative
approach' is employed. She describes the communicative approach as one;
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'which seeks to capitalise on the use of code-switching by listening to and valuing the
language that the child brings to the situation and responding in a manner which
seeks to deepen the child's understanding of the world within a unique cultural
context. ' (2004 p.267)

The situation that she is describing is one where the child codeswitches to impart
meaning. The cOlmnunicative approach accepts the dialogue of the child, regardless of
which language is used. There are comparisons to be drawn between Krashen's
natural communication and this communicative process. Codeswitching is a tenn used
to describe when one language is mixed with another. Baker (2003: 101) states that;

'.. codeswitching is a valuable, linguistic tool. It does not happen at random. There is
usually purpose and logic in changing languages. Very few bilinguals keep their two
languages completely separate, and the ways in which they mix them are complex and
varied. '

Codeswitching has been viewed by some as a deficit, or seen as a lack of mastery of
both languages. Even bilinguals themselves may consider it an indication of laziness
or sloppiness, but codeswitching can be detennined by a myriad of reasons including:

'The perceived status of the listeners, familiarity with those persons, atmosphere of
the setting and perceived linguistic skills of the listeners are variables that may foster
or prevent codeswitching. '(Baker 2003 pl04)
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Codeswitching can present as a learning/teaching opportunity. When the speaker
switches languages due to an inability to express her/himself, the kaiako or listener
can provide the translation. This may in time lead to codeswitching occurring less
frequently. This exchange is only possible if the conditions for learning are
favourable.

Rhyming
While my original intention was to include a component that focussed on rhyme, I not
able to consistently introduce this element into the programme. The poetry that I used
was composed by myself, as there is a dearth of simple rhyming ditties available in
Te Reo Maori. One of the ditties I wrote is as follows

Tahi, rua, toru, wha.
Haere ki te motoka,
Kia horo!
Kakama!

The times I did use rhyming, I used it in the same way as it is used in the HPP
procedure. The object is for the child to recognise the words that rhyme within the
context of a poem or in a book. In the above example the word 'wha' and the end
syllable of 'motoka' (ka) rhyme. If the child is unable to recognise those rhymes, then
the adult tutor would tap the table when they occur, encouraging the child to tap as
well. Repetition of the process over a period of time tunes the child's' hearing into the
sounds of words, and phonological awareness is enhanced. Mastery
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of rhyme recognition precedes the next HPP prescribed phonological awareness
operation, rhyme creation mentioned previously in chapter two.

Rhyme creation was used as a problem-solving tool in the reading process. If the
child could not read the word, I might say;
'E rite ana te tangi

0

te kupu ki te kupu .... ' (The sound of the word is like this word)

The expectation is that the student will use their phonological knowledge to substitute
a beginning letter sound and successfully read the word. The onset and rime
recognition procedures were not included in the case study TOA.

Baseline Data Collection
The initial sessions were spent collecting baseline data. I tested the students'
phonological knowledge, their awareness of letter sounds, using Te Rarangi Tirotiro
Whakahua Kupu adapted from 'SES, Kawea te Rongo. I administered the Maori
Junior Oral Language Test 'Te Whakamiitau Reo Korero ' (SES 1998) and Pukete
Panui Haere, (Rau 2000) Running Record.
Every session with the tamariki were audiotaped. The audiotapes were transcribed and
analysed for the aspects that are described in the next chapter, namely sentence length,
number of vowels, the different word classes that were used. Both the baseline and the
post intervention assessments were carried out using the assessment procedures
described above.
The baseline and post-intervention data is presented and discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter Four

Results and Discussion

Introduction
The object of this case study was to assess the effectiveness of an existing English
oral language programme, which has been reconstructed into Te Reo Maori. In this
chapter the baseline data and data after intervention is presented. The data is
described and discussed both qualitatively and quantitatively. The results are
discussed in terms of the effectiveness of the procedures used for each tamaiti.

The effectiveness of the reconstructed language programme TOA is examined in
cognisance of the dual sites of learning provided by both the programme and the
regular classroom. Finally the significance of the study for literacy and language
learning of bilingual children in Kura Kaupapa Maori is discussed.

Baseline and Post Intervention Data
Four different baseline assessments were administered to the tamaiti who could read,
»
and three fot the other two who were pre-readers. All tamariki were given the four

procedures post intervention. As described earlier with the exception of the Running
Record, (Pukete, Panui, Haere) the assessments have been sourced from the SES
'Kawea te Rongo' package.
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Provided below is a brief description of each assessment, and a profile of each child's
baseline and post intervention scores. General comments are made after every post
intervention score is presented. An analysis and commentary concludes this chapter.

(1) Te Rarangi Tirotiro Whakahua Kupu

Table 1: 'Te Rarangi Tirotiro Whakahua ' Baseline and Post-Intervention Scores
Score (out of 33)

Tamaiti A

Tamaiti E

Tamaiti I

Baseline

14

24

21

Post-Intervention

30

32

28

This assessment is adapted from the 'Kawea te Rongo' resource. It tests the child's
phonological awareness, the child's ability to hear sounds in words. Specifically this
tests their ability to identify beginning sounds in words, generate words beginning
with specific alphabet sounds, identify words that rhyme for example hiki, piki, tiki,
and identify those that do not rhyme piki, tiki, hika, riki.

The third task tests the ability to generate words that sound the same or rhyme where
the child will be asked if she can give another word that rhymes with 'wha', or in the
case of a 2 syllable word 'roto'. The total score is 33 with a possible 19 able to be
scored from initial word sound recognition and generating. There is a possible 6 to be
scored for rhyme recognition and 8 for rhyme creation.
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Table 2: Te Rarangi Tirotiro Whakahua Kupu :Specific Task Scores : Baseline & Post
Tamaiti E

Tamaiti A

Tamaiti I

Oro (19) Base

8

19

13

Post

18

19

19

Base

6

3

3

Post

6

6

4

Base

0

2

5

Post

6

7

6

Ku

(6)

Taku (8)

In the table above the specific types of phonological activities have been identified.

'Oro' identifies the tasks to do with initial sounds in words.
'Ku' is related to rhyme recognition.
'Taku' is the task pertaining to rhyme creation.
The number in parenthesis next to the name of the task is the possible score
achievable. 'Base' is short for baseline. 'Post' for Post Intervention.

Baseline Results: Tamaiti A. She scored 14 out of a possible total score of33. She
had particular difficulty generating words from a given beginning sound. She could
not generate words which rhymed, although she could distinguish between words that
rhymed and words that did not.

Post Intervention: Tamaiti A.
Her total score increased to 30 out of33 . Notable improvement was in generating
words from a given beginning sound. Her ability to generate rhyming improved from
baseline 0/8 to post 6/8 score.
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Baseline:Tamaiti E.
She scored 24 out of33. The areas she showed some difficulty in were those to do
with rhyming. She got half scores for recognising rhyme, and 217 for being able to
generate rhyme.

Post Intervention:Tamaiti E. 32/33 was her post score. Her particular areas of
improvement were in rhyme recognition and rhyme generation.

Baseline:Tamaiti I scored 21 from 33. He scored 611 0 scores for being able to
identify the initial sounds in words . He was able to distinguish between words that
rhyme and words that do not 3 out of a possible 6 times. He was able to generate
rhyme, 4/4 with one syllable words .1 time out of a possible 4 with 2 syllable words.

Post Intervention: Tamaiti I. His score increased to 29/33. His ability to identify and
generate words from initial sounds improved markedly scoring 19119 and his ability
to generate 2 syllable rhyming words improved by 1 score.

Comment
My experience with HPP has indicated that the phonological activities of identifying
initial sounds in words, rhyme recognition and rhyme creation tend to be acquired by
learners in that sequential pattern. Analyses of these results seem to suggest a similar
trend.

(3) He Whakamatau Reo Korero (JOST)

This is a teacher's resource designed to assist in determining Te Reo Maori language
progression of children learning in Te Reo Maori. The introduction to the test
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administration in the manual states the test has been designed for children 4.6 to 5.6
years of age. The test is administered one to one, one teacher with an individual child.
As outlined in chapter two the resource detennines, through a variety of pictorials and
questions, the child's knowledge of different word classes and their correct usage.

Table 3: 'He Whakamatau Reo Korero' Baseline and Post-Intervention Scores
Tamaiti A

Tamaiti E

Tamaiti I

Baseline

19

19

41

Post intervention

35

34

45

Score (out of 57}

Baseline: Tamaiti A scored 19 out of 57. Notably low scores were achieved for
body parts 1112, verbs 4110, opposites 114, nouns 0/5, prepositions 0/5.
Post Intervention: Tamaiti A. scored 35 out of 57.
Body parts 3/12, verbs 8/1 0, opposites 2/4, nouns 5/5, prepositions 3/5

Baseline:Tamaiti E scored 19 out of 57. body parts 1112. verbs 411 0. opposites 114
nouns 1/5 prepositions 115.
Post Intervention :Tamaiti E scored 34 out of 57. Body parts 3112, verbs 711 0,
opposites 114, nouns 3/5 prepositions 5/5.

Baseline:Tamaiti I scored 41 out of 57. He gained full scores for 7 of the 11

°

categories, gained 5112 for naming body parts, 711 for verb knowledge,2/4 opposites
and scored lout of 4 for use of tenses. He was able to use negatives.
Post Intervention: Tamaiti I scored 45 out of 57. He gained three more marks in
the verb category and 3/4 for opposites
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Comment
The pre and post assessment indicates improvement for all tamariki in various areas of
words and words classes. Tamaiti I showed the smallest improvement gain, he was
the one with more reo, and it was an expectation that his baseline score would reflect
this. The application and use of negatives would tend to suggest a progression in
language control also. By no means is this assessment an exhaustive profile of the
language proficiency of a child and it does not include factors like the knowledge and
application oftikanga. The Whakamatau Reo K6rero can be used as a summative
assessment tool by teachers and used to diagnose gaps in children's learning and
therefore inform classroom programmes.
The Whakamatau Reo K6rero is translated from an English language proficiency test
lOST or Junior Oral Screening Test. In a previous chapter I discuss aspects that are
problematic with the direct translations of assessment tasks. While the assessment
assigns identical tasks to the translated text, there has also been a transfer of expected
time frames when mastery of most of these same tasks is expected. The introduction
of 'Whakamatau Reo Karero ' states;

'He mea rereke ana etahi painga, engari he mea whakatau te nuinga 0 nga
whakamatau ki te reanga 4.6 - 5.6. '(SES 1998:1)

Stating that most of the tasks should be mastered between 4 Y2 and 5 Y2 years old, is an
questionable statement to make without giving any considerations for second
language acquisition variables, and second language learners who constitute the vast
majority of students in Maori medium education.
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'It is important to acknowledge that learning a second language (like learning a first
language) takes a long time, and that it does not take place in a series of well-defined,
measurable stages. It takes little children 4-5 years of constant exposure to learn their
first language. Children in a bi-lingual context can reasonably be expected to show
evidence of linguistic proficiency in the target language after 5-6 years learning it-

if

the conditions in which they are learning it are ideal' ~ZCiR 2004:3)
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Language Sample Rating Illustration
There are three pictures including two photographs. They depict a number of children
engaged in a variety of tasks. Some are running, one is skipping, riding a bike, eating
lunch at a table, playing with a balloon. There is an equal representation of boys and
girls. The tamaiti is asked to describe what is happening in each of the pictures.
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II

I

Baseline & Post Intervention Language Sample

Below, baseline and post intervention samples are described for each tamaiti.
Comparisons are made between each baseline and post language sample. I make
mention of not only the length of utterances but also content ofthe sentence. This will
provide a fuller comparison to be made between baseline and post intervention results.
The baseline and post intervention language samples of each tamaiti is provided. The
highlighted sections are the utterances made by the child participants.

Baseline Language Sample: Tamaiti A

'E aha ana ratou?' (What are they doing?)
'/ te oma' (ran)

'E aha ana te kotiro ra?' (What is the girl doing?)
'te moe' (sleep)

Tamaiti A did not voluntarily offer any responses. After some encouragement she
made two responses in answer to questions that I posed. One was a 3-word response.
I asked what the children in the picture were doing, and she replied 'ran '.
I had posed the question in the present tense and she replied in the past.

'E aha ana ratou?' (What are they doing?)
'/ te oma'

(ran)

Her second response was two words in length and not a complete sentence.

'E aha ana te kotiro ra?' (What is the girl doing?)
'te moe' (sleep)
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Tamaiti A was able to recognise and use verbs to correctly identify one activity in 2 of
the 4 pictures shown.

Post Intervention Language Sample: Tamaiti A

'Kei te skip riitou. Kei te oma riitou. Kei te kai riitou. Kei te noho riitou. Kei etahi,
etahi paihikara. Kei te peke etahi, Kei te oma etahi 0 ngii kuri. Ko tera anake'.
(They are skipping. They are running. They are eating. They are sitting. Some have
some bikes. Some are jumping. Some are running. Some of the dogs are running.
That's all).

Tamaiti A made 7 utterances in the final session from which the post intervention
language sample was taken. With the exception of one sentence, the same structure
was used. All sentences began with the present tense marker 'Kei te '..
She used the sentence starter Kei to denote ownership.

'Kei etahi, etahi paihikara' (Some have some bikes)
One sentence was extended using the initial same structure, it was 7 words long as
follows.

'Kei te oma etahi 0 ngii kuri.' (Some of the dogs are running)

In the post sample Tamaiti A doubled the amount of verbs she used in comparison to
the baseline sample. The same number of nouns were used. All sentences were judged
as grammatically correct. Each statement identified a group of people (using an
appropriate pronoun). Using a verb, six statements described what the group was
doing. The statements were grammatically correct using present tense markers. Each
sentence except one began with 'Kei te'. One statement indicated possession and in
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another statement an English word was included. The English word 'skip' seemingly
replaced the unknown word in Maori. Six statements were 4 words long, one was 7
words long. She doubled the amount of verbs, but used the same number of nouns.
There were no adjectives used in the post sample. Tamaiti A offered the post language
sample with no encouragement or questioning from myself, and was confident in her
spoken delivery

Tamaiti E: Baseline Language Sample
'E oma ana ngii tama me ngii kotiro. Kei hea riitou e oma ana? '
(The boys and the girls are running. Where are they running to? '

'Ki te papa' (To the ground)
E aha ana te kotiro ra? (What is that girl doing?)
'E peke' Oump)
Kei hea ia? (Where is she?)

'Kei runga i te kura '. (On the school)
He moe ngii kiJtiro. (Girls sleeping)

Tamaiti E made 5 responses. She responded to questions that were posed, although
she generated responses independently for 2 of the responses. The longest utterance
was 7 words, the shortest 2. The longest sentence described who was in the picture. It
was grammatically incorrect. The 2 word response described an action of one ofthe
subjects in the picture.
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Tamaiti E: Post Intervention Language Sample:
I paihikara etalli. Ioma e toru ngii tamariki. I kai etahi. I noho etahi. Kei te rere
etahi manu. Kei te mau etahi (urn) iJna hu. Kei te oma atu etahi mo tona balloon.
Kei reira etahi kuri ki te oma atu ki te manu. Kei te oma etahi kiJtiro me ngii tama. I
te peke ia. Kei reira e rua atu ngii tamariki me ka hfkoi etahi.
Some are biking. Three children are running. Some eating. Some sitting. Some birds
are flying. Some are holding his shoes. Some are running to get his balloon.
There are some dogs running over to the bird. There are some girls and boys
running. He is jumping. Two other children are there and some are walking.

Tamaiti E used 3 tense markers in the 11 sentences she made.7 of the utterances were
describing what people were doing in the picture. The pronoun 'riitou' (them) was
not used, but 'etahi', meaning some, was. 4 sentences showed extended language use
where the subject was engaging with an object. . Noteworthy in her sample is the use
ofthe word' atu'. It can be used as a direction indicator away from the speaker, and it
can be used to denote others in addition to those aforementioned. 'E rua atu ngii

tamariki .... ' meaning two additional children. In this sample she used the
homophone in 2 distinct correct contexts. She included usage of 'Kei reira' which
indicates an aforementioned place. She more than doubled the number of sentences
she spoke. Her longest sentence was grammatically correct, she used more than 4
times as many verbs in her post sample, and almost doubled the number of nouns
spoken.
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Baseline Language Sample: Tamaiti I

'Ki te kai te hanawiti, ki te tiikaro ki te balloon. Ka takaro i runga te paihikara. Ki
te whakahoki olla hu i runga i tOlla waewae me ki te takaro te kuri, me ki te Iloho
tetahi tangata, me ki te rere te manu kei a ia he Iloke. Ki te oma ngii mea toru, me
ngii tama, kotahi te kotiro me ki te piu te kiJtiro '.
(Eat the sandwich, play with the balloon. Playing on the bike. Putting his shoes on his
foot and the dog plays ,and one man sits, the bird is flying, he has a worm. Three
things and the boys are running, one girl and the girl is skipping.

He made 10 responses. The longest utterance was 10 words. His sentences included
use of adjectives, prepositions. Six sentences included verbs. 3 sentences were
descriptions of who was in the picture, for instance one girl, one boy, one baby.

Post Intervention Language Sample: Tamaiti I

'Ki te noho, ki te mau hu, ki te tiikaro, ki te kai, ki te eke paihikara. E kai ana, e
eke paihikara, e noho ana, e takaro ana, e tiikaro ana te kuri, e mau ana, e rere te
manu.
E oma te kiJtiro, e oma te tama aniJ. E piu ana te kiJtiro, e hfkoi ngii kiJtiro e rua, ki
te taha. Kua mutu'
(sitting, putting on shoes, playing, eating, getting on the bike, eating, getting on bike,
sitting, playing, the dog is playing, holding, the bird is flying, the girl runs, the boy is
running again, the girl is skipping, two girls are walking to the side. Finished)

Tamaiti I spoke 20 phrases. Most were short sentences explaining what the subjects
were doing in the picture. The sentences beginning 'Ki te', would be more correct if
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he had stated 'Kei te ', a present tense marker. They were utterances not longer than 4
words. Many of the utterances began with the present tense starter E .. . (verb) ... ana,
which he did not use in the baseline sample. Noticeably absent in his post sample was
the use of 'me 'used like a conjunction, followed by the word 'ka.' The use of these
two words together is grammatically incorrect, and can be likened to 'and then' It is a
typical language feature I have noticed in a lot of childrens spoken and written Maori,
and may indicate a transfer of English language structure.That structure was not
present in his post sample and could indicate language progression. The longest
sentence was 10 words. All the post score totals increased with the exception of the
amount of words in tamaiti I's longest sentence. Certainly you can make judgement
statements regarding the length of sentence and number of words in a sample and
conclude that the greater or longer the sample the more able the speaker. Some Maori
speakers concede that the more simply or succinctly one speaks the better.
Concentrating on the content of the Language Sample might be a more reliable
indicator of language development.

Comment

There was marked improvement in the area of known verbs, nouns and prepositions.
All samples had low scores for names of body parts. Tamaiti I, the boy did not
improve his score for known body part names, in both samples he scored 5 out of 12
The girls both improved from a score of lout of 12, to a post score of 3 out of 12.
While preschool games, song and dance often incorporate naming body parts, learning
directions, and demonstrate use of verbs through dance, these activities are often
replaced by pen and pencil tasks in classroom cultures. This relatively low score could
be indicative of classroom programme.
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Tamaiti I was the only one who used negatives in the pre intervention sample. In the
post sample Tamaiti E used them, while Tamaiti A did not. The correct use of
negatives would suggest some language development.
The haphazard use of tense markers by all the children suggested to me that it was
good luck rather than knowledge that precipitated its use. Past tense markers in Maori
are inclusive of the words 'Kua' and 'J' and also in some cases 'Ka '. When testing
this knowledge the teacher in one example asks the child to jump, the child jumps and
then the child is asked what they have just done. '1 aha koe? ' is the question asked.
Contained in the question is the correct tense indicator '1 '.

Notwithstanding Tamaiti I responded in the post test with the verb only. Tamaiti A &
E used a selection of 'J' and 'Kei. ' Again it could be argued the scarcity of speech
may not necessarily be an indicator of underdevelopment oflanguage, but as in the
case with the more able speaker Tamaiti I, the verb describes what he just did, and the
past action itself is explanatory in that it happened.

(4) Running Record: POkete Panui Haere

The Running Record is a reading test which was designed by Marie Clay (1993) and
reconstructed into Maori by Rau (1998). This test is diagnostic and indicates which
sources of information are being used to problem solve by the child when reading. For
instance how the child uses or fails to use visual, meaning or structure cues. It
calculates rates of accuracy and self correction. It can determine an instructional
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reading level also, a reading level that is challenging but neither too easy nor too
difficult for the reader.

The books read in this sample have been graded according to the 'Nga Kete Korero
Framework' which has developed a means of organising Maori reading material for
reading instruction into increasing levels of difficulty. Reading progress in Maori can
now be measured in tenns of difficulty. The first two levels of difficulty named on the
'Nga Kete Korero' continuum are 'Kete Harakeke' and 'Kete Kiekie'. Within each
level sub difficulty levels are identified by the use of a letters' A, E or I'. Harakeke
reading level could be considered an emergent stage, while Kiekie stage an early stage
in reading progression.

Baseline Running Record: Piikete Panui Haere: Tamaiti E
Tamaiti E was the reader. Tamaiti A and Tamaiti I were both pre-readers at the onset
of the case study. No results therefore are presented for them in this baseline data.
Tamaiti E tested 85% accuracy at a text graded at 'Harakeke l' level, an emergent
reading text. Text accuracy calibrated at below 90% accuracy is difficult for the
reader. It should be noted however that a consistent error of hers was reading the word
'E' in Maori, while giving its English alphabet name. This is consistent with her
having had English reading and writing tuition at her previous school. It indicated to
me that she had limited knowledge of the structure of written Maori. She employed
syllabification, to make attempts at unknown words, which she then rejoined to
correctly pronounce. Nonnally {would concede that when a word is rejoined after
syllabification it would indicate that the word is in the reader's vocabulary, but this
5~tVY'"

word was repeated on each page, occurring 9 times in a 10 page book. 7 readings of
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the word were self-corrected errors. I asked 2 questions about the book after her
reading to ascertain how much she had understood. She was able to answer them
correctly.

Post Intervention Results: Pukete Panui Haere
All samples include the addition of comprehension questions. If comprehension of the
text is not indicated then the text level is dropped regardless of reading accuracies.

TamaitiA
Tamaiti A read a book at Harakeke I level at 96% accuracy. She had an error rate of
1:25, with a 1:2 self correction rate.

Tamaiti E
She read a 'Kete Kiekie E' book at 92% accuracy. The error rate was 1:15 . The self
correction rate 1:3.

Tamaiti I
He read a 'Kete Kiekie A' book at 93% accuracy. His error rate was 1: 15 and his self
correction rate 1:2.

Comment
The greater control indicated in the phonological awareness activities correlate with
the tamariki increases in reading ability. High levels of error self correction is always
a good indicator of reading development. All tamariki had developing self correcting
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strategies. The use of a comprehension probe in tandem with a Running Record is an
assurance to the teacher that an ability to decode only is being indicated by a
successful running record.

Te Tirohanga Whanui : Implications
The outcomes of this case study reinforce the idea that there is a link between oral
language and reading. (Atvars 2000). All tamariki in every area of assessment in this
case study gained competency, and although parts of the assessments have been
critiqued in tenns of their validity as relevant assessment tools for use in Maori
medium, considerations of progression are intrinsic in any assessment model which
continues to be developed. Certainly the dearth of quality assessment tools in Maori
contributed to my inclusion in this case study of those assessment tasks readily
available. The studies ofRau and others who continue to develop robust assessment
procedures for classroom and school-wide application fonnulated from a Maori
worldview context, contributes significantly to appeasing that dearth.

Progress and development does not occur in a vacuum, while the potential for
development of a re<;onstruction into Maori of some the HPP procedures is
recognised, most specifically Annette Stocks 'One Hand Approach'; a study is being
conducted by Berryman, Walker, Reweti, O'Brien & McDonald (2000) entitled
'Kia puta ai te reo' . One component of that study is named 'Tukuna kia Rere' which
is based on the One Hand Approach. This paragraph, part of a report which outlines
some recent Ministry initiatives to meet the demands ofbi-lingual and immersion
education is cited in a Ministry of Education document (2004 p233)
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, The authors conclude that the overall implementation of 'Kia puta ai te reo' appears
highly promising and argue that it is one means of overcoming the past and present
practices ofMaori having to implement assessment tools which have been developed
by non-Maori and without Maori ways of knowing and understanding being a part of
it. '

It is interesting to note that some ofthe aforementioned authors contributed to the

'Kawea te Reo, (SES) publication and more specifically to the 'Whakamatau reo
Korero' component of it, which has been critiqued in this case study.
The potential for further development of the OHA procedures for use in Maori
medium exists. The size of the cohort and nature of this case study preclude the
affinnation that the TOA procedures were singularly responsible for the progress the
3 tamariki participating in the study afforded. Notwithstanding, as mentioned
previously the movement between baseline and post intervention assessment
strategies are indicative of several positive outcomes. Tamaiti A during the first
language sample would not voluntarily offer any fonn of dialogue. Conversely her
post intervention sample showed progress in both output and complexityof
structure. Her phonological awareness, knowledge of the sounds of language had
improved. She could not read at the beginning of the study, but emerged from the
study an emergent reader. The one to one learning opportunity this study afforded
gave her tools for more effective classroom participation. Tamaiti E Further research
and trialling could result in the continued development of a useful Maori language
tool.
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In chapter 1 the historical positioning of the Maori language in schooling contexts was
discussed. Te reo Maori was an intrinsic aspect of early western fonns of schooling
options including the missionary established church schools. Conversely, the policies
and acts of the 1870's onwards resulted in te reo Maori disappearing from formal
schooling. The recommendation that Maori should re-enter the curriculum as an
optional subject in primary school was preceeded by the development of a Maori
language syllabus which began in 1980. 'Taha Maori' was introduced into the official
national curriculum in 1984, its emergence attracting 'heavy critique from Maori
educationalists' (Hohepa 1999 p31 ~.-The emergence of Te K6hanga Reo was in

C)

direct consequence of the 'linguistic and cultural activism' (Hohepa 1999) of the
1980's. Te K6hanga Reo movement was the harbinger for the establishment ofTe
Kura Kaupapa Maori which was instigated by whanau disillusioned with the Ministry
of Educations lack of response to meet the educational needs and aspirations ofTe
K6hanga Reo graduates. At the present time there are over 60 Kura Kaupapa Maori
operating throughout AotearoalNew Zealand. Many of them have been established in
excess of ten years. The Education Act of 1989 which legislatively mandated Kura
Kaupapa Maori, is an oft quoted document. Probably its'one most noteworthy clause
being the legal status it afforded to the establishment of KKM. As

it~mention is oftv."'\

in relation to the 'sanctioning' of an emergent education resistance model of the time,
are the hard won successes of those early resistance fighters being eroded as kura
become large and comfortable in their establishment? I reiterate some points I raised
about the station of the Whanau in chapter 1. The Kaupapa Maori movement was
spear-headed by whanau, Maori parents and extended support people. Whanau were
and theoretically are the change agents, the protagonists within the Kaupapa Maori
movements. Kura Kaupapa Maori is subsumed in the mechanisms and machinations
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of a system. A system historically responsible for the schooling disenfranchisement of
a myriad of Maori children. Might Kura Kaupapa albeit unwittingly, be assisting the
erosion of whanau, as it struggles to comply with the structures and bureaucracies
being part of a system affords? Are the potentialities of a culturally preferred model of
operation being undermined in a system that validates an antagonist modus operandi?
The conscientisation ofwhanau would assist in the repositioning ofwhanau at the
forefront (flax roots) of ongoing Maori education initiatives.
The phenomenon of parents wanting to enrol their children at Kura Kaupapa Maori
schooling sites, does not altogether indicate allegiance to the guiding philosophies of
Kura Kaupapa Maori, or in fact indicate a commitment to the kaupapa of language
regeneration. Some parents are opting for Kura Kaupapa Maori schooling options for
a raft of different reasons including dissatisfaction with an alternative local school.
The situation arises where some kura are pressured, for a variety of reasons, to accept
those same enrolments. The perception that Te Reo Maori is becoming a 9am- 3pm
language of the school domain, is a concerning trend. Those concerns and indeed the
concerns of those who share the sentiments expressed in the viewpoint below, form
the backdrop of the case study presented in this thesis.

'/ find that many new entrants do not have sufficient reo to cope with total immersion
although they have been at Te Kohanga Reo. It 's like ESOL from a Maori perspective,
there is low language competency. Our kids are not severe or ORRS, but have great
needs in language development and experiences to enrich language'
(SES 2001 p233).
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Although the trend of children arriving at school with little reo Maori is one which has

.

had to be dealt with since the onset ofkura}It will remain an issue of ongoing
concern, regardless of whether kura have devised polices or measures to guide
decision making. In so saying, perhaps it is timely that oral language tools such as
TOA can in part assist in promoting Te Reo in young learners. As stated previously
the whanau as a distinct body, one that operates independently of the Board of
Trustees, could minimise the impact of those trends mentioned above, by becoming
conscientised.Conscious of the tenets ofTe Aho Matua, and its potentialities as a
guiding philosophy, not only for kura, but as a lifestyle.Cognisant of the pivotal role
Te Reo Maori occupies in Kura Kaupapa Maori, informed of the integral role
intergenerationallanguage transmission plays in language regeneration, and their role
as Whanau in its promotion. Knowledgeable and supportive of the environs that
promote diaglossia, an immersion environment, these aspects could be instrumental in
developing whanau potentialities, both as a support agency and a traditional model of
intervention not only relevant to the school setting, but applied to mediate the wider
social, economic and cultural impediments which have historically militated against
Maori success.( Smith G 1997).
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